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"Your education is a dress rehearsal for a life that is

yours to lead” by Nora Ephron was the leading quote

to kick off this years Fall/Winter Southern

California Health Institute Graduation.

 

Nervous, but ready, hundreds of students filed into

the CSUN auditorium to begin their commencement.

With a opening video and speech, the graduating

students and guests began to indulge in their

milestone or climb to success.

 

Speaking of the climb, our own admissions advisor

surprised our most recent class with a live rendition

of Miley Cyrus', the climb. SOCHi and Marla nearly

gave the popstar formely known as Hannah Montana

a run for her money.

 

Jokes aside, the commencements always fill our staff

and faculty with such joy because there is nothing

more special than saying a group of students strive to

be the best versions of themselves.

Graduation Was a Success
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Two students pose on their big day!
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"For every start there is a finish.

For every beginning there is an end.

Hold onto your accomplishments,

And even tighter to your friends."

 

-an excerpt from Dreams by Kym Erickson



Mr. Kazmi, A.K.A. Mo is one of our Personal Fitness Instructors. While

his specialty lies in corrective exercise and movement sciences, Mo has

brought a diverse array of techniques into his personal training

practice.During his time at Virginia Commonwealth University in

Richmond, Virginia, he headed the personal fitness training department

by aiding in the development of new and seasoned trainers through

educational workshops in corrective exercise and program design.

Meet Mo
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Please do not forget to check your student emails. Checking your email is

a large part of the professional world. Even while looking for a job it is

crucial to check your email to get updates on if an employer is reaching

out to you. If you do check your email, master the next step of learning

how to send a professional email.

 

Do not assume that you can get through school and work without

learning how to properly utilize an email address. Even with school, you

will be getting updates on when to petition to graduate and get ready for

graduation so there's no hiding in terms of preparation.

DON'T FORGET TO CHECK
YOUR STUDENT EMAILS

NEW HORIZONS RUN,
WALK, AND ROLL 5K
On Saturday, November, 23rd SOCHi students from our Massage Therapy Program

attended New Horizons Run, Walk, And Roll 5k. Assisting hundreds of runners and

clients, SOCHI's MT program donated their services to the community.

 

Starting at 7:30 am, our students had a line of guests waiting to relax and get

massaged. Some even inquired to join our program because they were so impressed! 

 

New Horizons raised funds and awareness for their life changing programs. They

wanted to celebrate the abilities of individuals with intellectual and developmental

disabilites and advance their inclusion in the community...and we wanted to help! 


